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comments...

There can no progress if people have no

faith in tomorrow.
John F. Kennedy

I feel it is approriate at this time to

outline for you some of the programs
of activity I plan to implement that

will result in a better, more progres-

sive Department of Wildlife and
Fisheries to best serve all the people
of Louisiana.

In basic planning for the Depart-

ment under Governor Treen's ad-

ministration, my primary overall ob-

jective will be protection, conserva-

tion and continuing propagation of

the state's renewable wildlife and
fisheries resources.

A companion responsibility,
naturally, is careful supervision of

the use of those wildlife and fisheries

resources on a seasonal or annual
basis by the people of the state for

recreation or for a livelihood.

To accomplish this broad, basic re-

sponsibility to you, I propose to keep
viable and to enhance existing prog-
rams of wildlife management that

have proved effective and beneficial

in Louisiana. We will curtail any
programs that are not producing vis-

ible benefits for the people of
Louisiana.

It is my plan to innovate and in-

itiate programs and activities that

will expand further the services of

the Department of Wildlife and
Fisheries.

In order to review properly the
Department's ongoing programs
ana inaugurate new ones, it is my
intention to establish and foster reg-

ional advisory committees. They will

include people representative of

fisheries,sports
fisheries, hunting
vironmental, anc

commercial
trapping, en-
legislative in-

terests. These committees will be in-

vited to participate and provide in-

put.

I feel this will broaden the base of

communication between the De-
partment and the public, and will

attract and enlist grass roots support
for ongoing and new programs in

wildlife management.
It is my intention that the Depart-

ment of Wildlife and Fisheries work
closely with the sheriffs in all

parishes and with the State Police.

These areas of assistance by the De-
partment have already been
explored in recent months. I have
found that the Department can ex-

tend its assistance in this manner
without deviating from its basic re-

sponsibility for management of

wildlife and fishery stocks.

Prime examples of the manner in

which the Department can and did
provide additional services to the

people of Louisiana can be seen in

deployment of boats and personnel
during spring flooding in the south-
ern half of the state, and during the
recent spill and cleanup of PCP in

the Mississippi River Gulf Outlet.

These avenues of cooperation and
assistance will be explored more
fully in the immediate future. The
Department's facilities, equipment
and personnel will be more readily

available in future emergencies.
It is my plan to innovate Depart-

ment programs of activity involving

youth and senior citizen organiza-

tions. Proposed areas of activity in-

clude fishing contests for both youth
and senior groups, expanded hunter
safety programs for young people,

and similar activities for handicap-
ped persons.

It is my intention to bring about a

closer working relationship with the

Louisiana Wildlife Federation and its

parent, the National Wildlife Federa-
tion. Support of the state federation

by the Department has been excel-

lent in the past, but I am confident
there is more we can do, hand in

hand with the federation, in the best

interests of wildlife and fisheries

management.

JOSEPH V. COLSON, Sec

I envision and hope to bring to

reality a volunteer auxiliary arm of

the Enforcement Division. This will

serve to augment the enforcement
arm of the Department. It will also

serve to foster and expand under-
standing and appreciation of the

necessity for orderly and proper
utilization of wildlife' and fisheries

resources. It can be accomplished
with the cooperation and assistance

of the Louisiana Legislature.

It is my feeling that the Depart-
ment should become more involved
in the promotion of Louisiana sea-

food. There are tens of thousands of

commercial fishermen and their

families whose economic well-being
is hinged to seafood products. Cer-
tainly, there must be marketing
programs in which the Department
can plan a much needed role.
"' Conservation education has
proved to be a valuable tool in bring-
ing about public understanding of

the importance and value of wildlife

and fisheries resources. I plan im-
mediate expanded efforts in the con-
servation education field to fill pub-
lic needs and develop public support
for sound wildlife management
techniques.
Now that the new administration

has a firm grasp on the needs of the
people, I am convinced that much
can be done to reshape the programs
of the Department. We are going to

make the Department a better one.

I need and want your help in build-

ing a better Department of Wildlife

and Fisheries for Louisiana.
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Louisiana is noted for some of the finest

hunting opportunity available in the south,
starting with dove and winding up with wild
turkey. And you can take most species with
everything from muzzleloader to shotgun to

rifle to handgun. But those who say they enjoy
hunting best are those who hunt . . .

LIKE

noit
By Frank Davis

Photography by Lloyd Poissenot

Ain't no doubt about it. Geronimo, Sitting Bull, and
Crazy Horse would absolutely roll over in their Happy
Hunting Grounds if they could see what's happened to

the basic bow and arrow.

Can you imagine what the outcome would have been
in all those Apaches-versus-Cavalry skirmishes if the

side wearing the warpaint and riding bareback battled

with compound bows, multi-pulley stabilizer systems,
windage sights, range-distance compensators,
broadhead insert blades, and balanced, aluminum
arrow shafts?

Suffice it to say that it would be the white-eyes who'd
be living in wickiups and making Mardi Gras beads!

Archery equipment currently marketed for the

bowhunter has been amazingly refined — and refined

scientifically. 01' Crazy Horse's gear was crude.

Accuracy of arrow impact was never predictable.

Construction was rudimentary. And it made little

difference if Crazy Horse practiced his shooting or not.

But not so today.

Computer designed bows, fashioned with balance

points, proficiency taper, and all the proper curves and
recurves, are a pleasure to use. Accessories

manufactured for improvement further enhance the

preciseness of the equipment. Arrows, especially the top

quality ones, are machined to perfection, and tolerances

are built into each shaft for performance trajectories,

stress, flight characteristics, and all the other criteria

for excellence.

What's more, because of the improvements, just about
anyone today, man, woman, and child, can become a



good archer with relatively little effort. With good gear
and a few dedicated hours of shooting time, the
bowhunter can consistently bull's-eye tight patterns in

targets with unbelievable ease. And it's all because of

modern design.

But take heed. Like all other vices of enjoyable

participation, archery and bowhunting can become
addictive. Its unique concepts are so challenging and so

much fun, it is easy to go overboard buying the "extras.

"

And most of the time, they're "extras" you really

don't need.

Buzz Frichter, an avid (and very proficient) bowhunter
who has probably tracked more deer than Custer tracked

Indians, said there does exist a "necessity list" for

neophyte archers. And with a bit of restraint when
shopping, the necessities need not cost all that much.

"I don't suggest anyone go into a store and buy
bowhunting equipment instinctively," he explains. "You
don't have to and to do so is all wrong. All you have to do
is spend a little time talking to archers, learning a little

about the application of the equipment they use, and
then pattern your purchases along their lines of advice.

"And buy from a knowledgeable outlet — someplace

that has sales personnel who can answer your questions

from actual experience, instead of from hearsay. You
gotta remember that a sales clerk who, himself, is a

bowhunter won't sell you anything he doesn't think you

ought to have. And that's the way you go about it."

The most difficult aspect of bowhunting for deer— and that's tracking — occurs

after the arrow finds its target. Waiting for the shot and taking it is simple compared

to following a blood trail through underbrush. And unless the greatest level of skill

and patience is used, you'll probably return home minus your deer.



Taking advantage of the expertise afforded by retailers at

major sporting goods outlets is one way you can be assured of

getting just the equipment you need for bowhunting. And
you'll find that talking to these "experts" will save you lots of

money on the unessential extras you can do without.

Nothing is as effective in getting the adrenalin flowing as

perching atop a tree stand with bow and arrow at daybreak,
silently waiting for the first glimpse of a trophy buck!

Most veteran archers, when asked to suggest a list of

essentials for novices, all seemed to be in agreement
on gear:

A camouflage suit About $20.00

A camouflage hat About $ 3.00

Camouflage makeup About $ 6.00

A compound bow About $90.00

A dozen aluminum arrows . . About $18.00

Quiver About $12.00

Sights (optional) About $ 8.00

Target points About $ 3.00

Broadheads (razor inserts) . . . About $12.00

Silencers About $ 2.50

Shooting gloves About $ 4.00

Armguard About $ 4.50

Lightweight field boots About $20.00
Tree stand About $45.00
Flashlight About $ 3.00

Rope (20-foot piece) About $ 1.00

Diddy bag (for accessories) . . About $ 6.50

Canteen About $ 3.00

Lightweight rainsuit About $15.00
Scent (skunk and doe) About $ 8.00

Target mat About $30.00

Hunting knife About $14.00

Compass About $ 6.00

Extra bowstring About $ 3.50

Insect Repellent About $ 2.50

According to the survey, virtually every bowhunter
acknowledged that with the above equipment anyone
would be outfitted for the present season, properly

attired for the field (providing, of course, he also

purchased the appropriate basic, big-game, and
bowhunting licenses). As with anything else, naturally,

some items may be eliminated or some may be added,
but the list is more than suitable for active participation.

Veteran hunters also agreed, however, that having the

equipment is one thing, but what you do with it

is another.

"You've got to learn to use it right!" Frichter

emphasized. "Whether you shoot deer, rabbit, or fish,

you've got to put that arrow in the target spot — and
you've got to be able to do it with consistency. And that

takes practice, not a whole lot, but practice nonetheless.

"I'd say that if a person spent an hour or two a day each

evening for about two weeks prior to hunting season, he
would develop enough skill to be able to bowhunt a deer.

Of course, the more you practice the better you get. And
because the modern stuff is so much fun to use, you
really don't mind practicing all that much."
Once the equipment is mastered, you then need to

polish hunting techniques — those intended for

bowhunting. Best way to do that is to join an archery club

or begin palling around with other bowhunters.
Immediately you'll learn things like:

— Bow sights are excellent for ranging when you first

begin shooting, but you'll really have to learn to shoot

instinctively if you ever hope to be a proficient hunter.
— More deer are harvested from a tree stand than are

taken by hunters on the ground. And, yes, deer do look

up into the trees when browsing, which makes
camouflage essential.



Two factors are all-important in whether or not you become
successful as a deer archer — and that's polishing your
concentration, and consistently using the same "anchor point"
from which arrow release is made. This photograph depicts
them both.

— Razor insert broadheads are far superior than
conventional broadheads. But you have to be extra

cautious with them or you'll end up slicing a lot more
than venison.
— You'll have to force yourself to wait for the "best"

shots, regardless ofhow excited you get in the tree stand.

Usually, it's the going away shot most bowhunters prefer

because it opens up a clean target just behind the deer's

shoulder blade and plots a trajectory to the heart.

— You'll also have to force yourself to "wait out"

tracking a deer after you make your shot ... for at least

an hour. Tracking too soon will spook the deer and your
chances of ever finding it will decrease significantly.

— Tracking is made a whole lot easier if you use, of all

things, toilet paper to mark the trail of bagged deer.

Simply take along a roll of Charmin when you climb
down from the tree stand and drop a sheet wherever you
find a blood mark just by eyeing up the trek.

— Skunk scent is best for covering up the human smell

early in the season (October, primarily) while doe scent is

more productive later in the year during the rut.

It will amaze you just how much you'll learn from other

bowhunters. There will be times when you'll spend an
entire evening, should you join a club, doing nothing

more than swapping out tips and tactics. And if you want
to develop an expertise, take notes. After several months
of jotting, you'll probably have collected some of the

most valuable information available on hunting with a

bow and arrow.

And your venison supply in the freezer will prove it.

Archery can grow on you because it is no longer

primitive. It can be a most rewarding sport. And in

Louisiana, the bowhunting season runs from October 1

through January 18, providing a full 110 days of

exceptional hunting for whitetail deer, with separate

seasons for other wildlife species as well. A number of

archers now use their equipment for rabbits, and on
certain wildlife management areas it's the bowhunters
who bag the greatest number of feral hogs.

So get started. Try hunting like the Indians used

to do it!
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By Jerry McLain
Wildlife Management Educator

Don't be surprised if, on your next

hunting trip, you run into somebody
carrying an old fashioned muzzle
loading rifle, and maybe wearing

colonial period hunting clothes. You
haven't gone through a time warp —
you've just seen one of the participants

ina fast growing sport here in Louisiana,

muzzle loader hunting.

The hunter may be a farmer, doctor,

clerk, welder, bank president, or

anything else when he's working for a

living, but when he picks up his muzzle
loader he feels a little like Davy Crockett

or Jim Bridger, and for a few hours, at

least, a little part of him becomes a

pioneer or a mountain man. He develops

a deeper appreciation for the people who
opened up this country.

Most of the time his gun is not an
antique. Antique guns are too valuable

to take to the field extensively, and some
of them are unsafe to shoot. This is no
problem, though. There are several

companies that make and import replica
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muzzle loading guns that are made out
of modern materials, and just as good as

the originals.

The hunter who wants to try his hand
at using a charcoal burner has an
excellent selection of good, high quality

guns to choose from. If he is handy with
tools, and good at working with his

hands, he can buy a kit with all of the

parts of the gun, but in an unfinished
and unassembled condition. The kit

costs less than the finished gun. How
much less varies widely with different

manufacturers, but 20 to 25% is a fairly

good ball park figure. Another
advantage of the kit is that the buyer can
finish the gun to his individual taste.

Virtually all muzzle loading replicas

are either flint lock or percussion, or

caplock. Once in a while somebody will

bring out a wheel lock or match lock, but

these generally are not intended for the

hunter, but rather for the dedicated black

powder buff.

The flintlock is the older of the two
major types, and it emits a satisfying pop
and flash at the lock when it is tired.

Unfortunately, shooting a flintlock is

more complicated than shooting a

caplock with many more problems for

the novice.

The beginner is better off starting out

with a caplock. Caplock guns are the

essence of simplicity. A caplock gun
consists of, literally, lock, stock, and
barrel. The lock, which is analogous to

the action of a modern gun, consists of a

spring loaded hammer and a release

mechanism so the trigger can fire the

gun. The barrel usually has a protrusion

on the side called a drum, and the nipple

is screwed into this. The nipple has a

small opening into the drum, which is

filled with powder in the loading

process. When a percussion cap is placed

on the nipple and struck with the

hammer, it explodes and sends a flame

through the nipple into the drum
igniting the powder. Ignition with a

good, clean caplock gun, properly

loaded, is fast and reliable.

The only kind of powder that can be

safely used in a muzzle loading gun is

black powder, or a relatively new

powder called pyrodex that is made
specifically for use in black powder guns.

The use of smokeless powder in anv
muzzle loader will blow the gun up, and
probably kill the shooter.

Black powder is manufactured in

several granulations. 4F, or FFFFG, is an
extremely fine grained powder of little

use to the hunter. 3F, or FFFG, is a good
powder for use in rifles up to about 50

caliber, and for lighter loads in larger

bore rifles. 2F, orFFG, is a coarse grained

powder useful in large bore rifles, 50

caliber and up, and shotguns. Single F,

or FG, is fine for small cannons, but, like

4F, is of virtually no use to the hunter.

The traditional bullet for most muzzle
loaders is the round patched ball. Those
who prefer musket replicas will probably

prefer to use the Minie' ball, named after

the French officer who invented it, but
generally called a Minnie ball in muzzle
loading circles. The Minie' is a long bullet

with a hollow base, which expands on
firing to the groove diameter of the

barrel. The Minie' can be loaded more
rapidly than the patched ball, because it



does not require a patch and is slightly

undersized, requiring less force to seat.

Purists don't like them, but heavy
cylindrical bullets, such as maxi balls, are

now available for the more popular
bores . Personally, I like the patched balls

and minie balls, and have never had
trouble killing deer with either. The maxi
balls are heavier, but not necessary to kill

a deer.

Maxi balls require a fairly fast rifling

twist, such as one turn in 48 inches for

best results. Guns with slower twists

tend to be inaccurate with the heavy
cylindrical bullets.

Choosing a muzzle loading rifle is

largely a matter of personal taste. A few

10

years ago, there was a lot of real scrap

iron on the market, but the market is

much more competitive now and most of

the guns sold today are good. The hunter
considering his first muzzle loader

would be wise to look at as many
different guns as possible before buying.

If possible, he should talk to experienced

black powder shooters, and try out

their guns.

Muzzle loading guns come in a variety

of styles. The most popular is the plains

rifle, sometimes referred to as Hawken
style, after the gunsmiths Jake and Sam
Hawken. These rifles have a fairly short

barrel, usually from 28 to 32 inches long,

and a half stock. They are sturdily

constructed, handy, and make first class

hunting guns. Most are caplock. Calibers

are usually 45 to 54.

The hunter who is a civil war buff, or

who likes military weaponry, will

probably select a musket replica. These
guns are a bit heavier than the plains

rifles, and barrels are usually 32 to 36
inches long. They have thick, heavy
stocks — remember that the originals

were designed for bayonet fighting as

well as shooting — and some hunters
find them a bit bulky. Most are 58 caliber,

and shoot Minie' balls weighing over 500
grains. They are good shooters, and that

big Minie' ball is a quick killer.

The classic muzzle loading rifle is the

long rifle. Many of these are flintlock,

and have long, slender barrels up to 42"

long. These are beautiful rifles, long,

slender, and graceful. It has been said

that the long rifle was the first true art

form in America. I suggest that it has
never been improved upon for sheer

esthetics. Long rifles tend to be fairly

small calibers, usually below 50.

Which type of rifle is best? Whichever
one you like the best. All make fine

hunting arms and are good for an
occasional match. One of the good
things about muzzle loader shooting is

the large number of friendly matches
that are held. Aside from the fact that

they are fun, they also maintain

proficiency for hunting.

Why are muzzle loaders becoming so

popular? Cost may be a reason.

Compared to shooting modern guns,
especially with commercially loaded

ammunition, muzzle loaders are

incredibly cheap to shoot. An afternoon

spent shooting a muzzle loader costs

very little, not only because the loading

procedure limits the number of shots

fired in a given time, but also because the

muzzle loader is shooting a cast lead

bullet rather than an expensive jacketed

bullet. Costs for powder on a per shot

basis are low. The most expensive part of

a modern cartridge is the case,

something the muzzle loader doesn't

even use.

Nostalgia probably plays a part, too.

The muzzle loader takes us back to a

simpler era, without the complications of

modern life.

But the main reason for the popularity
of black powder shooting is the fact that

it is fun. When a muzzle loader goes off,

there is a mighty roar, a great cloud of

smoke, and enough recoil to let the

shooter know he's shot a real gun, but
not enough to bother anybody.

It's probably not true that the smell of

black powder smoke is addictive. But a

lot of muzzle loader shooters don't shoot
the modern guns very much because
they just don't smell like a good rifle is

supposed to.



Basics

• The powder flask or horn is simply a

means of carrying powder. Which the

shooter chooses is mostly a matter of pre-

ference. Both work fine.

• The patch knife is used to trim away
excess patch material. There are knives

on the market designed specifically for

this, and they are worthwhile, but an
ordinary pocketknife or sheath knife is

satisfactory, provided it is sharp enough.
A patch knife needs a keen edge.

• The bullet starter is a round wooden
ball with two dowels sticking out of it,

one a fraction of an inch long, called a

short starter, and one a few inches long,

called a long starter.

• Most muzzle loading guns come
with a ramrod, so this is not always an
extra purchase. But the ramrod should
be carefully checked. Best material for a

wooden ramrod is straight grain hickory.

A lot of force is put on a ramrod in load-

ing, and if the rod buckles the shooter

could put a splintered piece of rod
through his hand. If the rod is cracked,

or cross grained it should be replaced.

• The shooter will need some rod ac-

cessories, which may or may not come
with the gun. He'll need a cleaning jag

and either a worm or screw. These screw

into the ramrod. The cleaning jag is used
to hold a patch for cleaning out the bore.

The worm or screw is used to remove a

cleaning patch stuck in the bore. Some-
times they are used to remove a stuck

ball.

• The nipple prick is a piece of wire

used to clean out the opening in the nip-

ple. Some powder measures have a nip-

ple prick built in, usually screwed into

the sliding rod. Another nice thing to

have along is a spare nipple.

This sounds like a lot of stuff, but it's

not very expensive or bulky. Everything

can be carried in the pockets except the

powder horn which is hung on a strap

and worn diagonally across the body.

Loading

The muzzle loader's ammunition con-

sists of powder, balls, percussion caps,

and patch material. Some pipe cleaners

are handy to have along.

To load the muzzle loader, the first

step is to be sure the gun is clean. For the

first loading of the day, a dry patch

should be run through the bore. Then
the top of the nipple should be cleaned

Getting
Started

Shooting a muzzle loading
rifle is not difficult, but it is a

little more involved than
shooting a cartridge gun.
There are certain accessories

that the beginner should buy
when he gets his gun. A pow-
der measure, powder horn or

flask, patch knife, bullet star-

ter, nipple wrench, nipple
prick, and ramrod are bare es-

sentials. He can fill a

warehouse with accessories,

but best advice is to start with
the basics and acquire addi-

tional equipment as he ad-

vances in the game.

out with a pipe cleaner, and the nipple

prick run through the nipple. Next a per-

cussion cap should be placed on the nip-

ple, and the cap fired with the muzzle

near a blade of grass or a piece of paper.

If the nipple is clear, the flash from the

cap will move the grass or paper. Don't

load the rifle until the nipple is clear.

After the nipple is clear, the powder
charge should be measured and poured

down the barrel from the measure. Dur-

ing the entire loading operation the

muzzle should be held well away from

the shooter.

Next, a piece of lubricated patch mate-

rial is placed over the muzzle, and a ball

pushed in by hand as far as it will go,

behind the patch. The patch should over-

lap the ball. The ball should then be

pushed into the muzzle with the short

starter. This will put the front of the ball

just behind the muzzle.

Next, the patch should be cut even

with the muzzle, and the ball pushed

down with the long starter. Then the

bullet should be pushed down to the

powder with the ramrod, the cap placed

on the nipple, and the rifle is ready to fire.

Safety

There are some extremely important
safety considerations peculiar to muzzle
loaders.

• First, never under any cir-

cumstances use smokeless powder in

any firearm designed for use with black
powder. The pressure levels at which
smokeless powders operate are far in ex-

cess of what these guns will stand. Don't

even try it with a reduced load. There is

simply no way that smokeless powder
can be used safely in a muzzle loader.

• Don't smoke around black powder
or expose it to any spark or flame. Unlike

modern smokeless powder, black pow-
der is extremely easy to ignite.

• In your loading operation, be sure

that the muzzle is pointed so that,

should the powder ignite at anytime, the

flash will be away from the direction of

the shooter. Just tilt it forward a little.

• In seating a bullet, be sure that it is

seated all the way down to the powder. It

is a good idea to mark the ramrod at the

right seating depth.

• In selecting a load, start out with
light loads. Don't exceed maximum re-

commended loads for your gun, and re-

member that most guns give best accu-

racy with moderate loads.

Muzzle loading is a good, pleasant ac-

tivity that gives many hours of enjoy-

ment. But once in a while every muzzle
loader shooter seats a ball without load-

ing the powder charge. This happens to

all of us at one time or another, and is one
of life's supreme frustrations. But it need
not be a real problem. If it happens, sim-

ply remove the nipple with the nipple

wrench and stuff black powder down the

hole. Then screw the nipple back in and
put on a cap, point the gun in a safe

direction, and shoot. The bullet should
leave the barrel.

If it doesn't, seat the bullet all the way
down the barrel with the ramrod, and
repeat the procedure. This time, stuff a

little more powder in, but be sure that

you screw the nipple in far enough so

that it won't be forced out. I have never
had this procedure fail.

And don't forget to give the gun a

thorough cleaning with black powder
solution.

Good luck, and enjoy your muzzle
loader.
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By Frank Davis

If you're a wildlife

management area hunter in

Louisiana, go ahead and stalk

your deer . . . still hunt your
squirrels . . . creep up on your
rabbits . . . and snap-shoot
your woodcock. But all the

while, keep yourself alert too

for a wild pig. Because with a

little bit of luck, you could end
up with pork chops for lagniapp

Dave Reynolds had been crouched in

the bushes for over an hour, quietly

listening to the crackling in the

underbrush somewhere out there ahead
of him in the darkness. Perhaps it's just

another hunter, he thought. Or maybe
it's a big buck — with a trophy rack!

Maybe— if I sit nice and still— I'll get a

glimpse of whatever it is!

Daybreak was just beginning to

illuminate the woods, and the entire

surroundings were bathed in that eerie

pre-dawn grayness that signals the

approach of sunrise. The crackling grew
louder. And Dave knew that what-
ever the creature was . . .it was coming
closer!

Suddenly, off to his left, there was a

movement in the understory. He
squinted tightly, trying to make out

some form of silhouette, and eased a

cartridge into the chamber of his 30-06.

He heard the unmistakable grunt.

"A pig! It's a doggone pig!

Ooh-whee!" he whispered out loud.

"Get ready, Momma — Poppa's
bringing home pork chops for

lagniappe!"

Every year this scenario becomes a

reality — that provides a unique bonus
quarry — for a number of hunters who
trek the woodlands of ten Louisiana

wildlife management areas: Attakapas,

Bodcau, Fort Polk, Jackson-Beinville,
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Pearl River, Red River, Saline, Spring
Bayou, Thistlethwaite, and Three
Rivers. Because at certain times of the

year on these tracts of land, the law says

that "feral hogs" may also be taken home
with whatever else happens to show up
on the legal game bag shopping list.

"That's because they compete for the

same foods that wild game have to eat,"

Louisiana Department of Wildlife and
Fisheries biologist J. B. Kidd explains.

"Oh— they'll root up insects, grubs, and
things like that, but they'll also eat green

vegetation, grass, suckling plants, and
acorns — all the same things that deer,

squirrel, and rabbit eat for survival. And
that's why we have to keep their

numbers controlled!"

Kidd pointed out that the pigs found
on some of the WMA's in Louisiana are

not true boars of the wild variety.

"You see, there was a time in this state

when folks would let their domestic pigs

wander loose— it cut down on the food

bills. The pigs would roam, they'd eat in

the wild, and once a year after the sow
would have her litter the owners would
round up their animals and mark them
— usually by clipping the ears.

"But after Louisiana started buying
parcels of land for wildlife management
areas, we no longer allowed that

practice. In fact, we extended a period of

time after each WMA purchase to give

the original owners of these animals time

to collect them up and remove them from
the property. Naturally, though, not all

of them were retrieved . . . and the end
result is what we have today — feral

hogs. Nothing more than a domestic hog
that's reverted to a certain degree of

wildness."

Kidd said that biologically it's rare to

find a "marked" hog on a management
area any longer. Too many generations

have propagated in the woods over the

years to have marked animals still on the

loose, and the hunting pressure on feral

pigs, for all intents and purposes, has

virtually eliminated ancestral adults.

In the wild the animals can grow to

about 300 pounds, but that's more the

exception than the rule. Most of them
average about 150 pounds, depending
upon what they eat and the habitat in

which they feed. Unlike true wild boars,

most feral hogs will run away when
threatened — and usually at a

considerably fast pace. The only-

exception, scientists have noted, is a sow
with piglets — if she feels the intruder

means to harm her litter, she probably

will attack. And because feral hogs have
reverted to "the wild," many of them do
grow tusks which are honed against each

other and are razor sharp. Hunters

should bear this in mind and avoid such

a confrontation.

When harvest of feral hogs initially

was approved bv the Department of

Wildlife and Fisheries, hunters were

surprised to learn that, technically, there

is no "season" in the state on hogs and

thus there is no "limit." Kidd

explained why.
"You must understand, we don't want

them on our wildlife management areas

because of the food competition thing,"

he said, "and by no stretch of the

imagination are they a true game animal.

So because they are not game, we set no

game season on them. Essentially, you

cannot say you are going hog hunting.

You can go deer hunting — and take a

hog as a bonus. Or you can go rabbit

hunting — on the areas where you can

take hogs during rabbit season— and kill

a hog as a bonus. But you can't just say

vou're going hog hunting.

"That's why the regulations — which,

incidentally, should be checked closely

because they vary from area to area —
require proper licensing. Otherwise,

folks could say they're just hunting for

hogs, not bother to buy a license, and

end up hunting deer illegally.

"But getting back to the subject —
even though we don't want them on the

WMA's, there is no way feasible to

eliminate them completely. You just

can't hunt them all out and kill them ott!

It's impossible! Even with no limit, and
allowing for shooting of either sex.

We've hit them a couple of times really

hard on some of the management areas
— but no matter how hard we tried, a

year or two later they were right back in

number."
Kidd said the reproductive rate of feral

hogs is quite high. A sow will have one
litter a year, but she could have as many
as nine or ten piglets in the litter.

Multiply that number times the

population of sows in the woods and you
can see why total eradication would be

difficult, at best.

It was Dave Reynolds who said that

once you feast on the pork of a wild hog
vou'd think twice about buying
store-bought chops again. And most
successful pig hunters tend to agree.

Wild pork — contrary to what you
might have heard— isnot foul-smelling,

strong tasting, and wormy. It's

delectable, semi-lean, robust in flavor,

and rich in quality, not to mention the

absence of any fillers and preservatives.

Only certain old males are not

table-worthy. The sows, and her

suckling piglets, are prime delicatesse.

And they can be baked, roasted,

barbecued, and hammed.
So how do you get one?

Well— you simply plana hunt on any
of the aforementioned wildlife

management areas (after checking the

regulations and buying the proper

licenses, of course), bring along a rifle or

a shotgun, and hit the woods!
You can either hide in the bushes in a

good spot (like Dave Reynolds did) and
wait ... or you can walk the trails

Indian-fashion and hope to jump one.

They're not easy to hunt, though, and it

may take you several trips before you
ever see one. But when you do . . .if you
take your time, make a head shot within

20 yards, and be patient enough to "skin

out" the animal — you'll have pork
chops for lagniappe!
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One Step
Forwar'
By Julia Murchison McSherry
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Lack of consideration on
the part of the hunter can

evoke the landowner's ill

feelings. Don't take your

guest privileges for granted.

Make an effort to promote
good relations and you will be
rewarded. If you're one of the

thousands of Louisiana

hunters who hunts on
someone else's land, there are

some definite things you can

do to promote
hunter/landowner relations.

J/m
>lob*hunters could kill the sport

hunting.

With hunting season once again

upon us, it is time for the hunter to

consider one very important issue:

hunter/landowner relations.

Hunters owe much to private

landowners and many fail to realize

how important a good working
relationship is between the two
groups. In Texas and other places,

nearly all the land is privately owned
and hunters must often pay large

fees for hunting, if they are allowed
to hunt at all . In Louisiana, there are

millions of acres open to the public,

many free of charge, some for a

nominal fee.

It is true that with each passing

year there is less land available for

hunters. Expanding cities, industry,

and agriculture consume much
wildlife habitat each year. Yet, in

Louisiana, there are one million



acres on thirty-five wildlife

management areas open to the

public for hunting.

In addition, Louisiana Forestry

Association figures indicate that

74% of the owners of small forest

tracts are willing for the public to use

their property for hunting and other

recreational purposes. This adds
about 10 million huntable acres out

of approximately 14.5 million acres

of forestlands.

But, according to Bill Matthews,
Louisiana Forestry Association

executive director, "continued

vandalism, arson, and violation of

game laws could disrupt the mecca
Louisiana sportsmen have known
for the past 20-25 years."

Matthews expressed his fears at a

special meeting called last January of

outdoor writers from throughout the

state. Several acts of vandalism

prompted him to call the meeting to

discuss the problem of

hunter/landowner relations. A
couple of incidences in particular

gravely concerned the Forestry

Association which represents

timberland owners throughout the

state. These were specific acts of

vandalism committed by individuals

dissatisfied with the landowner's

use of his property.

In Vernon Parish, $425,000 worth

of land clearing vehicles were

burned to destruction and in

Avoyelles Parish a half million

dollars worth of farming equipment
was extensively damaged. These

acts were allegedly committed by

irate hunters who disapproved of

land use practices. In other

instances, "sportsmen" filed suit

against landowners in protest of

their cutting down hardwoods.

Sure, clearcutting temporarily

reduces wildlife habitat. But it can

also be used as a game management
tool because as it grows back, new
growth provides animal food and

cover. Though clear-cutting is a

controversial issue and can be

detrimental to wildlife, it is the

landowners prerogative to manage
his land in his best interests as he

sees fit. After all, he is the one who
pays for the land and he must see

profit in order to meet his note and

pay taxes.

Clearcutting gives no license to

vandals.

Yet instead of hunters and
landowners understanding and
supporting each other as they have
in the past, there seems to be a

widening rift between the hunter
and other segments of our society.

The future of sport hunting may be
in jeopardy if problems between
hunters and landowners persist and
if the hunter is not willing to present

a better image. Indeed, with

anti-hunting sentiment on the rise,

the hunter is often now depicted as a

slob and vandal.

Many hunters consider hunting a

right, not a privilege. Under our
laws, game does not belong to the

landowner but is public property.

Yet hunting must be in accordance

with game laws and the wishes of

landowners. The hunter, who's
privilege to take game is respected,

simply must respect the rights of the

landowner.

What are these landowner rights?

In this country, each citizen has the

right not only to hunt and fish, but to

own property and to manage it as he

sees fit.

Most landowners are friends of

the hunter; many hunt themselves.

Many large landowners employ
forest managers and game
biologists. Many lease their land to

the state for public use or to

individuals and hunting clubs.

Some have open door policies

allowing hunting and recreation for

free.

What can the hunter do? He must

not take his privileges for granted.

He must make an effort to promote

good relations and he will be

rewarded. He must accept

landowner decision on management
and never, never vandalize.

The hunter can and must live up to

the definition of a sportsman if

hunting privileges are to be

maintained.

It is up to each and every hunter to

present an upstanding image to

non-hunters and the anti-hunting

segment of our society.

If you're one of thousands of

hunters who hunts on someone

else's land, it is up to you to protect

your privileges. Doing your part to

enhance amiable landowner/hunter

relations is one step forward to

preserving hunting for generations

of future sportsmen.

Things You Can Do

• Realize that hunting is a

privilege, something you must work
at to protect.

• Understand your
responsibilities when you buy a

hunting license and take to the field.

• Adhere to rules of good
conduct and sportsmanship.

• Practice safety at all times.

Know restricted areas and safety

zones and consider location of other

hunters when taking a shot. Stay

clear of houses and buildings.

• Obey "no trespass" and
"posted" signs. Never poach game.

• Leave gates the way you found
them. Report any broken fences or

gates to the farmer and if possible,

fix them yourself.

• Never litter. Leave the place

cleaner than you found it.

• Shooting signs, tearing down
fences, and destroying property in

any way all constitute acts of

vandalism. Discourage vandalism in

every way possible. The Louisiana

Forestry Association now offers

$1,000 reward for information

leading to the arrest and conviction

of arsonists and vandals. The U. S.

Forest Service matches that amount
should arson be committed on
national lands.

• Always obtain permission to

hunt on someone else's land.

• Protect property as your own.
Use common sense in determining

what items have no value and can be

used for firewood, tree stands, etc.

• Control your dog if you hunt
with one. It won't help your image if

your dog chases the landowner's

stock or makes a nuisance of himself.

• Stay out of areas with crops

especially with vehicles. Avoid
walking and never drive through

planted fields.

• If you camp overnight, make
certain your location is agreeable

with the landowner. Be extra careful

with fire.

• Thank the landowner for use of

his land. When possible, it is always

nice to let the farmer know you're

leaving and offer to share some of

your bag.

• Hunt only according to game
laws and during open season.
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HEAVENLYMUNCH GRANOLA
2 lbs. rolled oats

Vx tsp. salt

lVi cups sunflower oil

2/3 cup honey
% cup nonfat dry milk solids

1 cup soy flour

1% cups wheat germ
1 lb. finely chopped dates

1 cup finely chopped dried apricots

lVi cups coconut

l3/i cups sesame seed

1% cups dried banana chips

1 cup sunflower seed kernels

lVz cups raisins

1^2 cups nuts

1 cup pumpkin seeds

Preheat oven to 300°. Place oats in

large bowl. Add salt, oil, and
honey, Mix well. In another large

bowl combine all other ingredients

and mix well. Now stir in oats

mixture and mix well. Spread
enough mix to cover large baking

sheet and bake 15 minutes.

Transfer to bowl to cool and repeat

process. Serve as a dry snack or as a

cereal with milk. Store in tightly

covered container in refrigerator.

Yields about 36 servings.

WILD BERRY JELLY

(Elderberries or Dewberries)

Wash berries, put in kettle,

barely cover with water, cook

slowly 15 minutes. Strain juice,

bring to boil, adding 1 cup sugar

along with 1 package pectin and V2

cup lemon juice to each 3 cups juice.

Cook rapidly until liquid sheets off

spoon. Pour in sterilized jelly jars

and seal.

VENISON MEAT BALLS

3 slices of soft white bread

IV: pounds ground venison

2 teaspoons salt

Vs teaspoon oregano

V* teaspoon red pepper
% cup onion, finely chopped
Vi cup butter

1 tablespoon flour

1 cup milk
salt and pepper for gravy

Break bread into small bits and
combine with ground venison, salt,

oregano, basil, pepper and
chopped onion. Blend thoroughly.

Shape meat mixture into small balls

about 1 inch in diameter. Chill for

15 to 20 minutes. Brown in skillet

with butter, turning frequently

Cover pan, reduce heat to low,
and cook 15 minutes more. Remove
meat balls to a separate pan. Then
add flour to drippings in skillet and
blend with butter. Add milk until

you get the consistency of gravy.

Saltand pepper to taste. Return the

meatballs to gravy and simmer for

another 5 minutes. Serves 6.
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Marian "Pie" Penal:

SUGAR PECA

2 cups pecans
1 cup sugar

Vz cup water
few drops of orange or

vanilla flavoring

Boil water and sugar until a thin

syrup forms. Add flavoring. Mix
pecans into syrup and pour on
greased surface. Break into pieces

while warm. Dip in sugar if desired

.



SPICE PEACHES

5 cups sugar

2 cups water

1 cup vinegar

12 inches stick cinnamon, broken
2 teaspoons whole cloves

2Vz pounds peaches

In 4 to 6 quart kettle or dutch

oven combine sugar, water,

vinegar, cinnamon, and whole
cloves. Heat syrup to boiling; keep
hot but not boiling. Wash peaches;
peel, halve, and pit. To prevent
discoloration, add the peach halves
to syrup as soon as they are cut.

Heat peaches in hot syrup 5

minutes. Pack fruit and syrup into

hot jars, leaving Vz inch space in

jars. Adjust lids. Prjcess in boiling

water bath 20 minutes. Makes 3

pints.

LOUISIANA
PICKLED OKRA
4 pounds small, tender okra

V* cup salt

8 cups white vinegar

1 cup water
10 cloves garlic

10 pods red pepper

Wash and sterilize 10 pint jars.

Wash okra and leave stems on.

Pack in jar, stems up. Place

pepper pod and 1 garlic clove in

each hot jar. Bring vinegar,

and salt to a boil, then remove fron\

fire immediately. Pour boiling hot

mixture over okra and seal. Let

stand 4 to 6 weeks before using.
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GAME SAUCE

10 ounce jar pineapple preserves

10 ounce jar apple jelly

horseradish (up to 6 ounces —
to taste)

Vz — '/* ounces dry mustard

(to taste)

1 tsp. course ground black pepper

Mix ingredients together well.

Pour into jelly jars and refrigerate.

Easy yet delicious.

WHOLE WHEAT NUT BREAD

2 cups white flour

2 cups whole wheat flour

1 teaspoon salt

1Y2 cups chopped pecans

4 teaspoons baking powder

1 egg, well beaten

2 cups miik

I
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again. Combine with whole wheat

flour, milk, beaten egg, sugar and

nuts. Bake in slow oven (about 300°)

for one hour.
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Teal season got underway in September.

Rabbit and squirrel started back in October.

And rail andgallinule shooting is just about to

shut down.
But what aboutsome of the others, some of the

ones usually referred to as "late season" species?

How are they expected to fare through the winter?

Whatparishes, for example, willprovide the best

December shooting for deer? What's the second

split of duck season look like for mallards? Will

woodcock be worth going after this year? And
where would the best concentrations of snipe be

found in Louisiana?

If you're in need of answers to these and any

other questions pertaining to hunting during the

"late season," this story is written just for you.

And when the bottom line is how well you make
out in the field, it shouldgive you a slight edge on

mere luck!

Watercolor by Sara Smith

OUTLOOK
FOR THE
LflTE

SEflSOn
By Frank Davis

Photography by Lloyd Poissenot

Waterfowl

Because of extremely dry conditions throughout 1980 in the

prairie provinces of Canada and the northern portions of the

United States where the majority of waterfowl are produced,
Louisiana this season is expecting an overall 20 percent

reduction in its fall flight of ducks.

According to estimates from the surveys, about 60 percent of

the ponds in the so-called "duck factory," — the Dakotas,

Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba — were lost to

reproduction. And without the ponds, fall flights are always
reduced.

What happens is . . . adult ducks seek out these wetland
waterbodies to nest, the young are hatched, and they feed on
aquatic life and vegetation in the ponds. Consequently, when
the terrain is dry the food source for hatchlings is absent and the

young ducks can't survive.

A 20 percent reduction, however, should not be critical to the

overall flight. Huntingwise, it means that since reproduction is

down, instead of having a greater number of immature birds

coming down the flyway, you will have to take your chances
with a larger number of adults. All it will mean is that for the

inexperienced duck hunter, bag limits may be a bit harder to fill.

As far as conditions in Louisiana are concerned, the state is

ready— environmentally— to "hold" the ducks it gets. Water
on the marshes and in the ricefields is more than adequate to

keep the birds in residence, thanks to late summer rains and
Hurricane Allen's precipitation. An early survey accounted for

good pre-flight numbers of bluewing teal and pintails. And if

the southeast winds keep water piled up along the coastline,

Louisiana's ducks should overwinter easily.

Last year, hunters in the state harvested 2.7 million ducks, 70

percent of which were bagged in the coastal sections. Using the

same figure minus 20 percent, and allowing for a similar hunter

effort, waterfowlers can expect to take roughly 2 million birds

this season. For that reason, biologists are not reluctant to rate

the harvest ratio prognosis as "fair to good" for 1980-81.



Looking over records of the past, the early season split is

probably the best time to hunt in southeast and southwest
Louisiana. In the northeast and northwest portions, however,
the second split probably is more productive because of the
increase in winter rainfall. Moreover in the northern parishes,
mallards settle into the northeast quadrant later in the split,

'

much the same as pintails and gadwalls move into the

northwest lakes and reservoirs late in the season.
Several spots in the state traditionally yield excellent

waterfowl shooting— Laccasine National Wildlife Refuge, the
Atchafalaya Delta Wildlife Management Area, Pass-a-Loutre
Wildlife Management Area, and Sabine National Wildlife
Refuge. And each is open to public hunting. Aside from those
tracts, you will also find good opportunity on the greentree
reservoirs on Saline, Bodcau, Boeuf, and Russell Sage wildlife
management areas, especially for mallards and woodducks.

But it should be noted, however, that virtually everyWMA in

Louisiana where waterfowling is allowed will produce good
hunting if you plan appropriately— learn the tract, scout early,

camouflage well, decoy properly, and so forth.

It is also recommended that hunters who utilize the state's

wildlife management area system familiarize themselves with
WMA regulations. The same should apply for trips to the

national refuges. Know when hunting begins and ends (on the

WMA's, most shooting is over by noon or 2 p.m.). Know the

open and closed areas on each tract. Know the restrictions on
ammunition (lead or steel shot). Most of this information is

available in the Migratory Hunting Regulations Pamphlet
published by the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, which is

distributed free at sheriff's offices and sporting goods outlets

throughout the state.

And don't forget that regardless of where you hunt, federal

law requires that in addition to a basic resident license you also

have in possession a signed federal waterfowl permit (duck

stamp) whenever you're out after ducks and geese.

With all this in mind, then, biologists suggest that with the

reduced number of birds in the flights this season, you locate

your blind in one of the prime areas, conceal yourself well,

especially with the number of adult birds in population, use a

good retriever to reduce cripple losses, and practice your

wing-shooting.

Deer

Aside from the continuing problem of vanishing hardwood

habitat and the possibility of reduced winter food supply

caused by unusually high summertime temperatures,

biologists still agree that this year's whitetail season rightfully

should be classified "very good."

Deer populations have stabilized statewide and potential for

a successful harvest is favorable across most prime deer range.

The only areas where hunter ratio should be reduced are those

bearing the blunt of bottomland alteration and those where

mixed hardwood stands have been converted to pure pine

forestry. Experts say that pure pine, over the years, tends to

create too thick a canopy which eventually chokes out all the

understory— a major food source for deer. Significant habitat

reduction is occuring all along the Upper Mississippi River

Delta and in portions of the Atchafalaya Basin.



Best quadrants of the state this season, as always, continues
to be the northeast, northwest, and northcentral portions. Top
parishes are Winn, Jackson, Claiborne, Tensas, Madison, and
Natchitoches, and there is public hunting available in each of

those parishes except Tensas and Madison. Of course, hunters
with lease agreements in Tensas and Madison have extremely
high odds of bagging a buck, because those two parishes have
outstanding herd numbers and the deer are crowded into less

cut-over areas.

Field managers do explain, however, that hunting on the
wildlife management areas and the upland timber company
properties in the northern parishes (and make note that

approximately 90 percent is open to the public) should be far

above average compared to years past. Just scout out the sites

selected for hunting, use a little common courtesy in asking
permission to use the tracts, and you should be able to gain
access to almost any parcel of land.

As far as WMA's are concerned, best ones in the state for

whitetail success are Union, Lutcher-Moore, Red River, Three
Rivers, Thistlethwaite, and Grassy Lake. Both Union and
Lutcher-Moore are drastically underhunted. Thistlethwaite is

noted for its prime-rack production and a history of good
harvest is predominant on the remaining areas.

But those aren't the only "good" WMA's in Louisiana. With
proper technique and the employment of tuned skill, you
should be able to do quite well also at Fort Polk, Peason Ridge,
West Bay, Alexander, Saline, Concordia, Russell Sage, and

20

Georgia-Pacific. It is suggested, however, that an adequate

amount of time be spent studying the terrain and habitat profile

of these wildlife management areas. This can be accomplished

by using good topographic maps prior to taking to the field. To
do anything less reduces considerably the chances of success.

Overall, the poorest sector of Louisiana for deer hunting is

expected to lie in the southwest quadrant. Biologically, habitat

is not compatible with high-population herds and the terrain

supports a low carrying capacity. Most deer harvested in the

southwestern part of the state are small animals. And the

hunting is more difficult.

Current statewide population estimates range between
350,000 to 500,000 deer, and because of the high summertime
temperatures Louisiana has experienced in 1980, a good harvest

will be essential to carry herds through the winter. As the

experts explain, heat has stifled production of over-winter food

supplies — a percentage of understory has withered and mast
yield is spotty. In fact, field observers have reported that in

certain areas deer have already begun eating foods they

ordinarily would not utilize until winter months.
But the situation is not unique to wildlife. Farmers, too, are

now feeding their cattle winter supplies of hay because the heat

has caused a reduction in tonnage which is also lower in

nutrition.

For that reason, biologists recommend you take advantage of

season opportunities. Pre-scout well in all areas and harvest the

herds significantly this year.

Woodcock

Last year's season on timberdoodles was extremely poor

because of unseasonably warm weather, but this year the

National Weather Service is predicting a cold winter. And if the

forecast is accurate, woodcock hunting for 1980-81 ought to be

nothing short of excellent.

Louisiana is a wintering state for the rapidly flying game
birds. Figures indicate about 80 percent of the woodcock in the

Central Flyway spend the cold months here, and depending on

the severity of winter elsewhere, harvest statistics could

increase significantly. In other words, the colder it gets the

better Louisiana's hunting, because the birds won't scatter

throughout the habitat in their flyway.

Biologically, woodcock feed primarily at night on

earthworms in areas consisting of open fields and pastures

where rain has softened the ground. So you should keep in

mind that woodcock will be found within a few miles of good
feed areas, principally, the edges of stream bottoms, young
second-growth timber, and the wax myrtle flats of the lower

Florida parishes.

In the central part of the state, best places to hunt are in the

Atchafalaya and Morganza floodways, but most land there is

under lease. In the southeast quadrant of Louisiana, the lower

Florida parishes north of Lake Pontchartrain are exceptionally

good and the vast acreages of timber company properties

makes public hunting possible.

In the northeast, the Mississippi River Basin areas are usually

productive, but again, the largest percentage of this land is tied

up in club lease and not open to the public. Over in the

northwest part of Louisiana (even though woodcock in

residence here tend to scatter out more), you can find abundant

open land owned by timber companies and the U. S. Forest

Service. And in the southwest, there is plenty of open land,

some decent hunting opportunity, and quite a few intermittent

streams among the piney woods that provide suitable habitat.

As far as wildlife management areas are concerned, none

beat Pearl River in St. Tammany Parish and Thistlethwaite in



St. Landry Parish for steady production. The birds begin
showing up in November and their numbers increase

throughout the winter, generally peaking out in early January.
Keeping in mind that there are relatively few

dyed-in-the-wool timberdoodle hunters in Louisiana, it would
be a safe assumption that woodcock, for the most part, are
under-hunted in this state. This would naturallv suggest that if

conscientious efforts to hunt the bird were made, most good
shooters, and it does take above average marksmanship, could
be successful woodcock hunters. But it does require a bit of

specialized tactic.

For example: Learn all there is to learn about the species, its

life cycle, its habitat preferences. Scout out areas that would
qualify as woodcock habitat (look for its splattered, chalk-like

droppings and probe holes in the ground). Keep in mind that

woodcock often move from location to location, so if you scout a

spot that looks really good and you find no birds on the initial

visit, don't write it off. Remember that hotspots don't have to be
large — a two-acre woodlot with suitable cover could hold as

manvas50birds, especially if it were near a prime feeding area.

Use bird dogs that range close, like Brittany Spaniels. Hunt
heavier cover on bright, sunny days and don't be surprised to

find woodcock in the open on overcast days. Get up into the

briars! And learn to snapshoot, because they are

proficient flyers.

Most woodcock are taken incidental to other forms of

hunting, primarily quail and rabbit. But it shouldn't be that

way. They are excellent gamebirds and few species make finer

tablefare. It's recommended you try them this v.ear!

Snipe

Of all the late-season species listed as fair game in Louisiana,

the snipe probably leads the poll in unpopularity. And like the

woodcock, it's unfortunate it doesn't receive the accolades it

deserves because they are due.

Snipe provide excellent sport-shooting, a real challenge to

the hunter, and delectable dining for the most discriminating

palate, but only incidentally are they harvested. And then only

primarily bv waterfowlers.

In Louisiana, the hunter is awarded a 107-day season on

snipe, but according to the latest information available it has no

impact whatsoever on the species because the take is so low,

even though the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service reports that

Louisiana averages the highest annual harvest of 96,000 birds.

Biologically, snipe nest in the very-far north, up above

Canada in the sub-Arctic. USFWS figures indicate that in

1979-80, onlv 3.7 percent of the total hunting populus bothered

to hunt the birds, taking only 442,000 nationwide. In Louisiana,

depending upon rainfall, and habitat condition, the bird

usually can be found in good abundance wherever there are

open, moist fields. Technically, the only difference between

snipe and woodcock is habitat preference. Woodcock live in

wooded wetlands, while snipe seek out open wetlands.

But not too wet! There's an old expression that goes: "If you

have enough water to float a boat, you won't have any snipe

around!" So don't look for them on tidal flats. Stick to the soggy

fields, damp soybean patches, and rice plots.

Experts say that as fall and winter rainfall increases across

Louisiana, the entire state will pick up populations of the birds

because they can spread out. The moisture gives them more

territory to probe for food. Consequently, this suggests that the

best place for shooting snipe in early season is in the southern

part of the state. Usually, the remainder of Louisiana is yet too

dry in early season.

Three wildlife management areas provide good snipe
hunting opportunity. They are Bohemia, Pearl River, and Three
Rivers, and each has special restrictions pertaining to the taking

of the species. Hunters should check the green regulations

pamphlet prior to going afield.

Technique-wise, snipe shooters should follow a few do's and
don'ts: go out in late winter and walk the soggy fields. Use a dog
only to retrieve, and leave him home if he's not trained to stay

close to you (keep in mind that snipe flush at a distance, so a

far-ranging dog will just make the bird take to flight even

further out). Practice your wing-shooting because snipe rise

fast, dart erratically, and fly swiftly. And hunt with a 12-gauge

(modified) loaded with No. 9 shot.

Nobody said it wasn't tough . . . but it's fun too!

Whether it's deer, waterfowl, snipe, woodcock, or other

game species, there is plenty of late season sport for

hunters during the colder months.



Calling ducks is an art,

once mastered, will provide

years of duck hunting

enjoyment. Tftere are some
definite do's and don'ts in

learning to blow a call.

In an era now past since the early

1900s, the old-time market hunter either

stalked his ducks by crawling into a large

feed or duck concentration on a moonlit

night or waited, under the cover of

darkness, for the feeders to approach

him. Hiding in the right place at the right

time and hoping ducks would feed in

close enough for a shot with a

muzzle-loaded shotgun, duck hunting

in the old days was a hit and miss deal.

It didn't take the old-timers long to

realize that ducks are attracted to or

frightened from what they see and hear.

They began carving decoys from cypress

knees or floating logs and other buoyant
materials and placing them near their

blinds. They also improvised some
make-shift system of calling, often with

pieces of hollow bamboo, to attract

ducks to their decoyed hunting stands.

Thus, two art forms were born: decoy
carving and duck calling.

After live decoys and live duck
recordings were outlawed in the '40s,

duck calling became a necessary tool for

successful waterfowl hunting. Duck calls

themselves evolved into the varied and
beautiful musical instruments we have
today. A reliable call (and the ability to

use it) on a modern day hunt is one of the

least expensive and perhaps the most
important pieces of hunting equipment,
barring the shotgun.

Louisiana, known throughout the

country as a waterfowl state, is host to

thousands of wintering ducks and geese.

Over 120,000 sportsmen hunt waterfowl
each year. Consequently, there are quite

a few duck callers in the state with
numerous contests held annually to

recognize the best. There are at least five

duck call makers in Louisiana out of an
estimated sixty in the U. S. One
well-known and respected duck call

artist is J. L. Melancon of Robeline in

central Louisiana.

Melancon has made calls as a hobby
since the 1930s and professionally since

1954 when he purchased the business of

Mr. Tom Turpin of Tennessee. Turpin
was famous for his perfection in the

manufacture of Glodo calls (named for

another designer). A Glodo is a metal

reed call with a special cut made specially

for hunting on large, open lakes where
the hunter sees the ducks at long range,
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often a mile or more, and must have a call

with great carrying power to attract their

attention. Melancon has continued

Turpin's tradition of perfection in the old

designs and new ones of his own.
He has come up with five basic designs

which he feels are suited to any duck

hunting conditions: the large lake Turpin

duck call, the small lake Turpin duck call,

the general purpose call (between the

large and small lake calls in acoustics),

the Turpin pintail or widgeon whistle,

and the timber (or grain field) call. He
makes two types of crow, owl, hawk,

and predator calls. Melancon has sold his

calls throughout the Mississippi Flyway,

the United States, and around the world.

He sells about three to four hundred per

year and claims he could sell many more

but has obstinately refused to give up
quality for quantity. He uses the finest

woods (mostly teakwood and cherry)

and metal reeds which he insists are

more durable than plastic, and spends

hours sanding and checking his

machinery. To him, craftsmanship is

essential in producing a call that will

make all the notes. His calls are built for

service more than beauty, with no fancy

packaging. Each call is simple yet

elegant, with a small, flying duck
engraved on the barrel.

Recently, Melancon sold his duck call

business to a Winnfield man in an effort

to preserve the art of duck call making.
At 74, he feels it is time to teach his trade

to someone interested in continuing call

manufacture with the perfection it

deserves. He seems assured that the

Winnfield operation will continue in

such style. A sprite 74, he is with no
intention of giving up his favorite

pastimes, duck and crow hunting. But

mostly he wants to pass on this

knowledge of duck calls to younger
generations.

Though no writing alone will produce

an accomplished duck hunter (it takes

practice and lots of it), written

instruction will assist any enthusiast in a

method of study. Writing and
well-illustrated recordings are like

private tutors. Beginning duck hunters

should take heed . . . without mastering

the duck language, never a good hunter

will you be.

"I taught duck calling for years to boy
scouts in LaSalle and Rapides Parishes,"

Melancon proudly explained to me
recently, pulling out a stack of papers.

"My greatest joy is in helping these boys

learn to call ducks. See these letters. I

receive these from all over the world,

from young hunters who have used my
calls and learned how to call with the

help of my tape 'How to Master a Duck
Call.' This is my reward, seeing

teenagers learn to love duck hunting

because they learned to call."

How did Melancon become such an

expert? He attributes it partially to his

years of employment as a telegraph

Duck calls come in all shapes and sizes. Only the finest woods, mostly teakwood and cherry, are used in J L Melancon I

hand-era edTatls His five basic designs are (from left to right) the large lake duck duck call small lake duck call general

purpose (berwlen the Urge and small lake calls in acoustics), the timber call, the pmta.l orw.dgeon wh.stle. In front are two

types of crow, owl, hawk, and predator calls.



operator at Standard Oil Company at

Rapides Station, eight miles north of

Alexandria. While there, his use of the

Morse Code initiated ideas to decode,

identify, and define meaning to the

entire mallard language as they

communicate. In addition, he kept 200

mallards to study their sounds and

watch their movements. He hunted over

live decoys back when they were legal.

Though hunters these days won't find

such ideal situations, they can learn to

become expert callers by listening to and
studying duck calls in the wild and by

practicing these calls to perfection.

Melancon insists that any green-wing

(beginning hunter) can learn to call

ducks, and well.

Ducks do have a language or means of

communicating with each other. The
mallard families are the most talkative of

all ducks and good mallard calling will

attract all other species. Melancon says

that making calls of other duck species

mixed with some of the more popular

mallard calls, will insure great success.

"The judgment of the caller is always

the deciding factor. Ducks are like

people. It's always good to find someone
who speaks your own language when
you are in a different or foreign

country," our expert tells us.

Ducks have a large vocabulary. Each
hunter must perfect his own unique
technique and rendition of calling best

suited to his hunting area. Common calls

often used are the lonesome hen, grass

feed, and mallard answer calls, and
some type of feed chatter, cluck, or

chuckle.

Large numbers of hunters and
decreasing numbers of ducks have made
calling a real challenge. Ducks are called

to and shot at from their northern

Canadian nesting grounds to the

southern portion of the United States.

Often they hear such weird sounds
made by inexperienced hunters that they

become call wary.

Besides mastering a duck call and the

duck language, many other factors are

involved in the art of being an expert

duck caller. One should study the

predominant species of ducks in his

hunting area and their language. He

should know their feeding habits, their

flight patterns and roosting grounds. He
should set up his blind and decoys to

conform to those conditions, in their

environments and then call just loud

enough for the ducks to hear him. Ducks
have a keen sense of hearing.

Often ducks will respond to calling

more readily on noisy, rainy and windy
days. These days require louder and
higher pitched calls to reach them than

the calm, quiet bluebird days. The
weather barometer is a factor. If a big

change to bad weather is in the making,

ducks will be on the move and respond
to good calling. Wind direction and
velocity also determine duck flight

patterns and their callability.

The secret in making tone changes is to

get the breath resonating properly in the

air chamber formed by the cupped palms
of hands. Callers should practice

grunting their breath into their call

instead of blowing to minimize excessive

saliva which can cause the reed to stick.

Clear, clean water should help improve,

not hurt, the sound of a good call.

Always remember, a good duck call is

the cheapest of all duck hunting
equipment yet the most important. More
ducks are scared off by improper calls

than there are called in by good calls.

In choosing a quality call, the hunter

should pick a precision-built musical

instrument. It should produce the entire

language of all species of ducks from the

highest pitch of the teal to the lowest

pitch of the mallard drake, scaup, and
blackjack. It should have proper

acoustics for large and small lakes,

marshes and overflowed timber lands to

suit the individual hunting area. It

should have proper tone and voice, be

easily blown, have a lifetime use and
continuous operations without sticking

reeds in the wettest weather, since the

moisture from one's breath creates this

condition on all hunts.

With such advice to duck hunters

anxious to learn calls and by passing on
his call making skills to interested

individuals, J. L. Melancon is doing
his part to preserve his craft, the art of

duck calling.

Guidelines

For Greenwings
(Beginning Duck Hunters)

and Reminders for

Experienced Callers

"A few months of practice mastering a duck

call will provide a lifetime of duck hunting

enjoyment." -}. L. Melancon

• Choose a reliable call that will not

stick or squeal when wet and will

produce all of the notes to call all duck
species.

• All ducks being called should be
observed from under cover. Constantly

watch their reactions to your calling.

• All large and deep lakes with open
waters in Louisiana attract the divers or

deep feeders in the deeps and shallow

feeders along the shorelines. Basic calls

for mallards intermixed with calls for

other species often result in success.

• Most all Louisiana rivers, bayous,

and streams have sand bars. Flight ducks

like to use these sand bars for resnng

areas and usually land thirty or more
yards down stream from the point of the

bar where water current is not so strong

and turbulent. Often these ducks are

from 200-300 yards up in flight but they

can be hailed in with welcome calls because

they seek company and rest.

• No species of duck can be called into

a spot unless they want to land there.

• Ducks follow waterways to pot

holes, marshes, lakes, and bays.

• Large marshes, rice fields, soybean
fields, millet, and corn fields, and low
water grassy lakes like Catahoula in

north central Louisiana attract all duck
species but predominately the shallow

feeders such as mallards, pintail,

widgeon, shovelers, and teal. Such areas

require most all calls. Generally, ducks
seen up to 100 yards are callable but the

higher flying ducks are fleeing out of

gunrange and already have their

destination in mind.
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By Clany Soileau

Louisiana has an abundance of wildlife

artists, not only painters, but duck decoy
carvers, taxidermists, and others as well.

This is the story of a unique wildlife art

form: jewelry making.
New Orleans jewelry maker Frank

Litolff is blending the mystique of gold with

the dynamic appeal of wildlife art. He has

sculpted bass, deer, geese, teal, ducks,

sharks, starfish, flounders, tarpon, hawks,

and alligators, all in miniature.

He's been a jewelry maker for 1 5 years

but his work in wildlife art started five

years ago when someone asked him to

custom make a largemouth bass.

He uses the "lost wax process,'' a

technique which was already being used

by prehistoric artisans thousands of years

ago. The sculpture is first carved in hard

wax. The wax model is then put inside a

container and a plaster-like material is

poured over it. A tiny opening is left be-

tween the wax model and the outside of

the block. After the plaster has hardened

the block is put into an oven and the wax
burned out. The hollow mold of the origi-

nal work can then be filled with molten

metal.

When the plaster block is broken a

metal cast of the design remains which
must be polished and cleaned of any flaws

or rough edges. At this point Litolff sculpts

as many details as he can into the metal,

including feathers and scales.

The original works are kept in Litolff s

personal collection. When a copy is

needed for sale the original is placed in-

side two sheets of a special rubber mate-
rial which is heated so that it melts and
forms around the object to be copied. The
rubber mold is carefully cut into two parts

which can be smoothly joined together

again after the original metal work is re-

moved. Wax is injected into the hollow

rubber mold and the jeweler has another

wax model to begin the lost wax process

over again.

When Litolff does a custom design the

purchaser gets the original and because
the mold has been destroyed no copies

can ever be made.
The price of gold in September was

around $680 an ounce which makes a
largemouth bass some one and one-half

inches long cost aroun $535. There are

cheaper metals including sterling silver,

bronze, aluminum, or even lead which can

be used. These can also be painted for a

special appeal.

Litolff is a member of the Louisiana

Wildfowl Carvers and Collectors Guild.

Working with the woodcarving masters in

this organization has helped his work a

great deal.

He's also a wildlife painter and hopes to

have more time in the future to devote to

painting and wood carving.

Early in November Litolff is taking his

collection to the Waterfowl Festival in Eas-

ton, Maryland.

Fishing Still a Bargain

Louisiana's resident fishing license

presently costs $2 and has since 1 971-72.

If an individual only fishes ten times in one
year (which of course is a low figure for the

serious angler), he is paying 20? per trip.

By today' standards, this is pactically free.

Revenues raised by the sale of fishing

licenses, which amount to approximately

$850,000 last year, are supplemented by

federal funds through the Dingell-

Johnson Act. These monies are poured

into the state's fisheries management
progam to raise fish in hatcheries, stock

public water bodies, in special studies,

reseach, pesticide work, and reservoir

management.
Besides being a modern day bargain in

terms of cost of license, the greatest value

m fishing is the recreational experience.
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Confusing Ducks

Three ducks that sportsmen sometimes find difficult to identify are the female mallard,

the mottled duck (also called black mallard or summer mallard) and the black duck. Dave
John, department game and waterfowl biologist distinguishes between the three in the

following way:

Species Wing Speculum Front of

(Colored Neck
wing patch)

Mallard Two white wing

(female) bars, one above
and one below the

the colored

wing patch

(speculum)

Mottled One or no white Greenish Cream colored

(both sexes) wing bars below

speculum
with no streaks

Black Usually no

(both sexes) wing bars Purplish Cream colored

with heavy
black streaks

With their two white wing bars, female mallards are easy to identify. The real problem is

with the other two ducks. A little trick to help separate the mottled from the black is to

remember the word "mottled: clean-green" which means the mottled has a "clean" neck

and a green wing patch. The black duck has a "dirty" neck and a purple wing patch.

Dr. St. Amant Retires

Marine biologist and assistant secret-

ary of the Department of Wildlife and
Fisheries, Dr. Lyle St. Amant, retired last

June after a long wildlife career that span-

ned just over 34 years.

During that time he made many con-

tributions to Louisiana in the interests of

conservation. He started out in charge of a

group of biologists to determine the vari-

ous forms of Louisiana wildlife and to pre-

pare maps showing soil types, cover, and
all conditions existing in each parish that

would affect wildlife. The results of their

study are preserved in his book, Louisiana

Wildlife Inventory.

He later specialized in marine biology,

becoming chief marine biologist and di-

rector of the marine research laboratory at

Grand Terre. He remained in the oyster

division, in charge of all marine resources,

including shrimp, for sixteen years. With

that much experience managing our coas-
tal and marine resources, Doc became
assistant director ol the department in

1971. His title change : in 1976 to assis-

tant secetary in which capacity he con-

tinued until last June 30.
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In all, Doc published more than 80 pub-
lications in the field of marine fisheries and
ecology with special emphasis on effects

of oil production and pollution in marine

environment. He served on numerous
commissions, associations, and organi-

zations at federal and state levels. His

expertise regarding management of our

valuable seafood resources has gained

him recognition as a national and interna-

tional authority on estuarine matters. He is

respected by professionals in the field and
shrimp, oyster, and commercial and sport

fishermen as well.

His abilities have endeared him to

thousands of people in Louisiana and all

along the northern Gulf of Mexico and
throughout the United States. His friends

will miss him but realize he will be around

from time to time.

Dr. St. Amant plans on taking it easy for

awhile, enjoying some float fishin' on the

numerous rivers in Tangipahoa Parish

where he lives with his wife, Monroe. But

we don't expect him to stay out-of-pocket

long. Knowing him, he'll be as interested

and active as before, just in a quieter way.



Water Hyacinth Control

Water hyacinths choking lakes and
waterways have been a problem in

Louisiana since the late 1800s when they

first came here from South America.
Keeping this prolific, noxious weed under

control is a full-time year-round job for the

department. Herbicide sprays have tradi-

tionally been the most effective method of

control but in recent years, department

experiments with a hyacinth-loving weevil

have resulted in success.

Water hyacinth weevils were intro-

duced into Louisiana in spring of 1974.

They came from Florida but were origi-

nally brought from Argentina by the U. S.

Department of Agriculture and Army
Corps of Engineers. They were raised in

temporary green houses and released by
helicopter in select waterbodies.
Louisiana was one of the first states to try

this hyacinth control method.

In certain areas in Manchac, Assump-
tion Parish, and the Atchafayala Basin,

the hyacinth has been greatly reduced in

number. The hungry little weevil feeds on

hyacinth leaves, depositing larvae which

eat their way through the entire plant

thereby irreparably damaging the plant in

the process. The larvae prevent flowering

and ultimately seed production. The
weevil luckily has a voracious appetite

because one hyacinth plant can produce

65-70,000 newplants in only eight months
time. It is a host specific which means it

must eat water hyacinths to complete its

life cycle and can only reproduce on that

plant.

"We have achieved a success rate after

only six years that we anticipated in 1 5 or

20," explains Don Lee, head of the de-

partment's Aquatic Weed Control Sec-

tion.

According to Lee. in 1975 Louisiana

had 1,720,000 acres of water hyacinths

which by 1979 had dropped to 854,900

acres. This significant reduction can be

partially attributed to the weevil.

Uncontrolled water hyacinths pose a

threat to navigation. They slow water flow,

cause increased siltation, destroy water-

fowl food and habitat, and create drainage

.

and flood control problems. They can

even be detrimental to humans by serving

as breeding grounds for mosquitoes.

Water hyacinths can double in number
every ten days. As many as 900,000 can

raft together on an acre of water.

Biologists are pleased with the success
of the weevil program and optimistic that it

will continue to be an effective agent in the

ongoing water hyacinth game.
Introduction of the weevil is important

as a biological control as an alternative to

chemicals. Weevil control could ultimately

prove to be more economical than the

chemical method.

Dr. Leslie Glasgow

Wildlife Conservationist Dies

Long-time wildlife educator and con-

servationist Dr. Leslie Glasgow died this

summer one month after retirement as

professor and assistant director of the

LSU School of Forestry and Wildlife Man-

agement. Though officially retired, he

planned on remaining active in the con-

servation and wildlife management field.

He was on a business trip in California for

Williams Inc., as a consultant land man-

ager, at the time of his death.

Dr. Glasgow was formerly director of

the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and

Fisheries and assistant secretary of the

U.S. Department of Interior. He was well-

known and respected nationally and in-

ternationally. He was especially loved by

his students; to him teaching was a high-

light of his career. Dr. Glasgow's efforts

resulted in giant steps in Louisiana con-

servation and wildlife management prac-

tices.

The Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries

Commission recently adopted a resolu-

tion of gratitude to the memory of a man
whose life work was shaped in an ongoing

conservation effort that will instruct and

guide those who choose to follow in his

path.

"Someone once said, 'Each person is a

part of all whom they met.' I thank all who

have had this influence on my life," Dr.

Glasgow said at his retirement dinner last

July.

Dr. Glasgow will be remembered for his

influence on the lives of many and for his

countless, unpaid contributions to wildlife

management and conservation in

Louisiana.

Louisiana Fish Records

Brochure

The official Louisiana fish records, pub-
lished in a brochure by the Louisiana Out-

door Writers Association and the Menha-
den Advisory Council, is now available to

anglers. It can be obtained by writing the

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries. 400
Royal Street, New Orleans, LA 70130 or

by contacting any newspaper outdoor
columnist or outdoor writer throughout the

state. An official fish records application

will also be included upon request.
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A festive seafood party Saturday,

August 23, at the Chalmette Civic Center
in St. Bernard Parish closed the ledger on
19 days of uncertainty, frustration and
economic hardship for hundreds of

fishermen and seafood dealers in

southeast Louisiana.

The seafood extravaganza, which
included boiled shrimp, boiled crabs,

raw oysters, fried oysters, fried fish and
succulent "Eggplant Battered Shrimp St.

Bernard" focused national attention on
the fact that things were back to normal
in one of Louisiana's prime seafood

producing parishes following the

cleanup of an unfortunate spill of

pentachlorophenol (PCP) in the

Mississippi River Gulf Outlet July 22.

For shirtsleeved Governor David C.

Treen and a host of parish, state and
federal officials, the day provided not
only a feast of unsurpassed seafood from
the spill area in St. Bernard Parish but
the opportunity to re-dedicate

promotional efforts for Louisiana

seafood.

For the Louisiana Department of

Wildlife and Fisheries, the day had
special meaning, too. It marked the

conclusion of a challenging assignment
from Governor Treen . . . "coordinate

the state agencies involved in cleaning

up the world's greatest spill of PCP.
Those trying summer days began just

after sunset July 22 when the outbound
container ship Testbank, of German
registry, and inbound bulk carrier Sea
Daniel, of Panamanian registry, collided

in the Mississippi River Gulf Outlet near
Shell Beach.

The collision resulted in several

containers on the deck of the Testbank
lost overboard. One of these metal

containers stored approximately 12V2
tons of pentachlorophenol (PCP) in

50-pound bags.

This is a toxic material used as a wood
preservative and herbicide.

Additionally, several drums of

hydrobromic acid were either ruptured
or lost overboard. A third chemical,

mercaptan, was also spilled into the

water during the collision.



The location ot the collision and the

composition of the chemical spillage

posed an immediate health threat to the

people of Shell Beach and the

surrounding area.

Interaction of the U. S. Coast Guard,
St. Bernard Parish officials, sheriff's

deputies, and St. Bernard Parish civil

defense personnel prevented any
serious injuries to people in the area.

Wildlife Agents Royce Guillory and
Robert Smith, on routine dutv in St.

Bernard Parish, were among those

persons responding immediately to the

developing situation in the Shell Beach

area. They were joined before daylight

the following morning by Major Al

Prechac, boating safety officer of the

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries

enforcement division.

Bv earlv morning on July 23, the

unfolding situation in the Mississippi

River Gulf Outlet was being monitored

and evaluated by the Department of

Wildlife and Fisheries. Additional agents

were alerted and a command post was
established by Secretary Joseph V.

Colson in the department's main office.

At the same time the Department's

enforcement division responded to the

collision and its aftermath, the seafood

division began to monitor possible

damage to fisheries resources and the

environment.

Staff biologist Ron Dugas reached the

area just before daylight on July 23. After

encountering chemical fumes in the

area, he joined with Wildlife Agent
Buddy Seal in urging fishermen and
crabbers to leave the impacted area. A
Department plane was utilized to alert

fishermen in the lower Lake Borgne area

and in the vicinity of the collision.

Following a meeting in Yscloskey July

23 with commercial fishermen, Secretary

Colson called a staff meeting at the

Department's main office to best gear its

manpower and equipment to serve

during the emergency that had
developed.

Additional Department boats and

personnel were moved into St. Bernard

Parish and full Department assistance

was offered to all parish, state and
federal agencies involved in the

collision-related activities.

As early as Wednesday, July 23,

Department boats were assisting the

Coast Guard in patrolling that part of the

ship channel which it had closed

following the accident, and assisting the

Department of Health in collecting

samples of water, sediment and aquatic

life that would prove invaluable later in

providing a base upon which to evaluate

sampling during the cleanup operation

to follow.

On Saturday, July 26, the Louisiana

State Health Department, in conjunction

Wildlife and fisheries department secretary Joseph V. Colson and Governer David
C. Treen sample some of the tasty seafood served at a celebration of the successful

cleanup of a chemical spill in prime seafood waters last summer.
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with the Louisiana Department of

Wildlife and Fisheries and the U. S.

Coast Guard, established a health and
environmental zone around the Shell

Beach and Hopedale areas because of the

threat of PCP contamination.

With the zone established and
enforced primarily by the Department of

Wildlife and Fisheries, and with traffic

near the ship channel being enforced

jointly by the Coast Guard and the

Department, efforts were then

concentrated on cleanup operations.

A predesignated Regional Response
Team (RRT), involving 15 federal, state

and local agencies, began a series of

meetings to provide assistance and
advice to the Coast Guard on-scene

coordinator. The diversified team
included ecological, medical and
scientific personnel, as well as persons

knowledgeable of the techniques

necessary in the cleanup of oil or

hazardous material spills.

The Department pla ved a major role in

coordinating all avenues of response to

the situation, working closely with the

Department of Health and the Coast

Guard to expedite concerted and
efficient response.

The Coast Guard spearheaded and
supervised a massive recovery effort,

involving underwater survey

equipment, divers, vessels, recovery

barges, and heavy lift equipment.
Federal, state and local scientific support

personnel coordinated sampling of

water sediment, began monitoring

aquatic life, and began collecting

extensive information on the hazards
created with spilled PCP.

Secretary Colson determined that the

major thrust of the impact from the

chemical spill and the attendant national

publicity would be against the people of

St. Bernard Parish, adjacent parishes,

and against the seafood industries in

those parishes.

To counter this impact, the

Department directed that everv effort,

following assurance there was no direct

threat to life or health, should be made to

maintain integrity of the seafood
industry and the economic well-being of

so many people associated with that

industry.

The efforts by the Department to

maintain normalcy in St. Bernard Parish

began July 27, when boats and
enforcement personnel escorted vessels

participating in the annual Blessing of

the Fleet ceremonies in the Yscloskey,

Shell Beach, Hopedale areas. This

annual festive ceremony was a success
even though a substantial part of the

fishing area for participants had been
closed to all commercial and recreational

uses by the Department of Health.

In another effort to lessen the

psychological impact of the spill and its

30

resultant closure of fishing areas and
oystering beds, the Department
scheduled a joint meeting with the St.

Bernard Parish Police Jury at the St.

Pedro Catholic Church at Yscloskey.

Approximately 500 commercial
fishermen and their families attended

the public meeting to hear directly from
the Coast Guard, scientists, wildlife and
fisheries, and medical personnel familiar

with all aspects of the spill. Any and all

questions from the public were
answered by those participating with

Police Jury members in the meeting.

Cleanup operations under the Coast

Guard moved along briskly and on
August 14, some 19 days after the initial

health and environmental zone was
established, resulting in eventual closure

of approximately 300 square miles of

water and marshland, all of the closed

area was reopened to normal commercial
and recreational uses, with one small

exception: a nine-mile stretch of the ship

channel near the collision site and one
small bayou.

That area has subsequently been
reopened.

The occasion called for a party, and
naturally it was a seafood parts'. It was
given by the St. Bernard Parish Police

Jury and the Department cooperated.

Enforcement Division personnel did

most of the cooking.

Chef Paul Prudhomme of New
Orleans created a new dish for the

occasion and in honor of Governor
Treen's visit to St. Bernard Parish

August 23 to attend the party. For

hundreds of southeast Louisiana

fishermen, their families, parish

officials, state and federal officials, the

seafood party marked the official end of

19 long summer days.

Eggplant Battered Shrimp St.

Bernard For 10 People:

(Allow 8 to 12 shrimp per person)

Editor's Note: This recipe was specially

created to call attention to the wholesome

quality of all seafood products from St.

Bernard Parish after the recent PCP spill.

Vi cup vegetable oil

Vi lb. unsalted butter

3 cups eggplant (Peeled and Diced)

lVz.cups onions (Diced Small)

2 Whole Eggs
3A cup cream or milk
3/4 tablespoon baking powder
Vi cup beer

1 cup corn flour

Vi cup corn meal

In large skillet, heat oil until very hot.

Add eggplant and onion and cook on
high heat until brown. Add butter and
simmer until very soft. In a food

processor or blender, add eggplant, eggs

and onion. Cool. Blend. Add milk and

blend. Add baking powder, corn flour

and blend. Put corn meal in a small bowl.

Heat beer to a boil and add to corn meal.

Stir and put in blender. When
thoroughly blended, remove to bowl.

Dip shrimp and fry in deep fat until

golden brown at 350
:

.
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Governor Treen congratulates chef Paul Prudhomme who created a i

dish, "Eggplant Battered Shrimp St. Bernard" in honor of the occasion.



"WE
GET
LETTERS..."
Dear Sirs:

In the second quarter 1980 issue, I

-saw the pheasant update and 1 was
glad to see that Louisiana is helping to

restock the pheasant for the hunters

sport. But I would like to see that each

hunter kill only one pheasant so that

the sport is not killed so that the ones to

come will have this sport of pheasant

hunting in Louisiana. So thank you for

printing my letter.

Stephanie Rushing
Arnaudville, LA

Thank you for your letter and your in-

terest in our pheasant stocking program.

Although the pheasants brought into

Louisiana from Texas are th riving, thereare

not enough birds to allow a hunting season

at this time. Although thereare no plans to

have a pheasant hunting season, perhaps

five to eight years from now, the popula-

tions will be large enough to hunt them.

Should the Wildlife and Fisheries Com-
mission set a season in the future, they will

also set a limit on the number each hunter

can kill. This is part of our game manage-

ment program which assures that only a

percentage of animal or bird population is

harvested each year.

Stephanie, you can rest assured that our

pheasants are protected by laze and strict

enforcement

.

- Editor

Editor's Note: Stephanie Rushing is 12

years old.

Dear Editor:

1 was towing my son on water skis

through Pass Manchac at 28 mph,
traveling on a straight easterly course,

the water was flat, my wife was sitting

on the port gunwale next to the center

console holding firmly to the rail over
the console, she was completely inside

the boat acting as a ski observer.

We were stopped by agents of the

Wildlife and Fisheries Commission and
cited for riding on the gunwale under
Section 850. 13 of Title 34. In no publica-

tion by the Commission can 1 find a

reference to this section or to the fact

that this is a violation of state law.

I have subsequently obtained a xerox

copy of a part of the law that states that

under certain conditions this does not

constitute a violation, if the boat is

equipped with rails adequate to pre-

vent passengers from being lost over-

board. Under the condition, that I was
operating, the rails (bow and console)

of my boat, were more than adequate.

This is a very arbitrary law. Who de-

cides what is adequate and by what
criterion? Under some conditions of

wind and wave my whole boat be-

comes inadequate.

Please publish this letter in a forth-

coming issue of Louisiana Conser-

vationist so that other boaters will be

made aware of this arbitrary law.

Contrary to this, there is a Section

851.13, that is quite clear and direct —
"Rules and Regulations shall be pub-

lished by the Commission in a conven-

ient form." Maybe the same zealous

agents would like to cite the commis-

sion for this failure to comply.

C. C. Freeman
Metairie, LA

Upon checking with our enforcement di-

vision, I urns told that your wife was riding

with her back to the water, while sitting on

the port gunwale, with only a one-hand

hold on a small part of the deck rait. The

agents felt that any sharp or fast movement

of the boat to starboard would have caused

the passenger to fall overboard. Had there

beeri rails or guards to adequately prevent

your passenger from being lost overboard,

no citation would have been issued.

It is the duty of wildlife enforcement offic-

ers to determine adequate railings from their

boating safety training and experience.

The "Uniform Pleasure Boating Law",

Act 367 of 1958 is the statute under which

you were cited. This is a Louisiana laic and

not a wildlife and fisheries commission reg-

ulation. Therefore we are not required to

publish ///is regulation as it can be found m
the Louisiana Revised Statutes Title

34:850.5 and 850.13.

"About Louisiana Boating," "What
Everyone Should Know About Boating

Safety", and other boating brochures are

available from Louisiana Department of

Wildlife and Fisheries, 400 Royal Street,

New Orleans and from the U. S. Coast

Guard.

Strict enforcement of the boating laws is

one way to encourage safe boating. Perhaps

your letter will enlighten other boaters.

Dear Sirs:

This is m regard to Louisiana Conser-

vationist, the publication of the
Louisiana Department of Wildlife &
Fisheries.

The College of Natural Resources at

the University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point receives your publication regu-

larly and uses it extensively as a refer-

ence in our library. We are verv
impressed with this publication be-

cause of its factual and interesting con-

tent. It does an excellent job of com-
municating important natural re-

sources information to the hunter,

fisherman, and outdoorsman, as well

as others interested in our environ-

ment.

In one of the courses on our campus,
entitled Natural Resources and Public Re-

lations, we use the Louisiana Conser-

vationist as an example of how resource

managers can effectively get to the pub-

lic and present a message. I think that

this best sums up our feelings concern-

ing this verv informative and interest-

ing publication.

I wanted to let you know that we
have enjoved and utilized this out-

standing publication in our college of

2,000 students. Keep up the good
work!

Daniel O. Trainer, Dean
College of Natural Resources

University of Wisconsin
Stevens Point, Wisconsin

It is a pleasure to hear from readers who
enjoy our magazine and re-warding to know
that the Conservationist is utilized as an

educational tool. Thank you for your kind

comments.
- Editor
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